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Words and pictures Dean Castle

This is the boat that
not only sets the
benchmark, but in
fact defines the very
elements of what a
modern luxury power
cruiser should be.
The Fairline Targa
38 is renowned
for its scintillating
performance and
handling, clean
contemporary styling,
and large, luxuriously
equipped living areas.
It’s fully equipped to
be the perfect sports
cruiser, but how
would it fare here in
South Africa? The
Editor takes a short
stroll down memory
lane in reviewing this
2015 model.
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he Targa 38 has been one of the
fastest-selling models in Fairline’s
impressive range and even
won the prestigious ‘European
Powerboat of the Year’ for 2007 in the
30 to 40-ft category. It’s not surprising
though, because since the first Targa took
the market by storm back in the early
1980s, the company’s game-plan has been
evolution rather than revolution. A heritage
like that is the absolute cornerstone to
making the best even better and should
put it top of any list for someone looking
to buy a luxury power cruiser. It comes as
no surprise that the new 2015 model looks
just like the Targas before it. Get up close,
however, and this boat’s fresh new design
elements announce themselves with taller
side screens, a razor-sharp radar arch and
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natural ports cut into the boat’s topsides.
What’s important to note is that, being
built in Australia, Fairline boats are
designed to be equally at home cruising
along the coast or leading the pack in
open waters. Think of it as a sports utility
vessel that international journalists call “a
perfectionist’s attitude to outdoor life”.
The Targa 38 is available in the standard
and Open options. To avoid possible
confusion, the standard has no roof to
the cockpit, just the elegant radar arch
and bimini top - while the Open has a
retractable roof, which allows a view of
the skies whenever the mood strikes.
For this review, we’ll be focusing on the
Open model which has a multitude of
benefits. Made from canvas, the roof can be
completely opened for

true al fresco living, and I find it also
makes the cockpit quieter from general
boat noise, where full hard tops tend to
resonate sound as you cruise.
The Targa 38 offers sporting performance
and handling, practical space and comfort
for entertaining, generous accommodation
for longer trips and superb attention
to detail.

Deck layout
Fairline has always been at the forefront of
luxury. In each and every one of their boats,
there’s no such thing as ‘a little bit’ special.
The Targa 38 Open fits in perfectly with the
company’s name and ethos in providing
top quality and attention to detail.
The vast cockpit, while extravagant,
manages to appear as minimalist. Packed
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with detail and high-end specifications,
you can see that this Fairline is made to
be enjoyed by all – especially the skipper.
The dash features all the instruments and
gauges you could want, exactly where you
need them.
On the exterior, Fairline have extended
the bathing platform out and around the
quarters to make boarding easy, even with
a tender mounted there. The swim platform
on our review craft is electronically
operated to lower in the water, so look
forward to getting to play on a tender or
PWC for some fun while your Targa is
anchored off the local beach.
Downstairs, passengers are in for a
real treat. Similar to previous Targas, this
38 Open features sleeping for up to six
passengers in ultra-comfy upholstery. Wide
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windows on the side of the hull and the
addition of the optional skylights allow
ambient light to beam in, keeping the
interior airy and adding to the roominess.
There is a plethora of extras you can add
to customise this craft to your exact tastes
– from the colour of the cushioning and
wood cabinetry, to the choice of TVs and
air-conditioning. But no matter your choice,
one thing is standard – a well-designed
saloon for maximum living comfort.
Storage and workspaces are plentiful so
look forward to preparing the end-of-theday G&T’s with ease.
Taking their traditional positions fore
and aft of the saloon are the two cabins.
Access to the impressively roomy shower,
toilet and basin compartment is allowed
through an entrance in the saloon as well

as a second, private entrance from the
master cabin. The aft berthing features twin
single beds for your children, or if you’re
entertaining, this Targa offers the option for
the beds to be moved together to become a
double bed for your guests.
For me, the standout feature of the
Targa 38 is that it is just so well laid out.
It is evident that years of experience and
months of designing has gone into making
an interior which feels much larger than
it actually is. Having said that, one aspect
which you may not even notice is that,
since the Targa is designed to be sleek and
sexy, the head-height in the saloon is a
little less than in comparable boats. You’d
never say so though, and I only came to
this realisation in trying to really find just
one thing about this boat that doesn’t have
leisure
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the competition beaten. The ceiling height
is roughly 1.9 metres in height – but even if
you’re close, don’t take too much from it as
you’ll really be spending all day, every day
outside in the sun rather than below deck.

Performance
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Being onboard the Targa 38 is somewhat
nostalgic for me. Mid-last year I was
fortunate enough to take the 2014 model
to Dassen Island off the West Coast, and
with nearly a two-hour cruise, I became
very well accustomed to what this hull is
capable of. The 2015 Targa 38 maintains
its beautiful handling and the deep-V hull
plays the part of being a grand tourer. While
the power and handling of this boat makes
it feel smaller than its 38 feet, the comfiness
of the ride makes this hull feel much
bigger. This is a big boat, of course, and
weighing in excess of 7.5 tons (dry), with
636 litres of fuel and 296 litres of freshwater
capacity, expect this Targa to be extremely
commanding on the ocean, ready to take on
the toughest swell.
Of course, not all owners are going to be
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heading to faraway islands from South
Africa, but if you’re in Cape Town and fancy
a quick blast around to the sandy shores of
Clifton beach for lunch with the family, the
Targa 38 is the perfect craft for doing exactly
that. The hull is super responsive to the
helm and throttle, and while in my opinion
she’s probably a little happier and more
efficient above 20 knots than below, she’s a
soft and smooth ride at all speeds.
The Targa 38 is made to be a precision
instrument, so don’t be surprised that she
can really handle turns. If you want to bring
out the sports side of this luxury cruiser and
put it through some corners you probably
wouldn’t do with some speed boats, then
give it a go and get ready to be amazed.
This is anything but a wet boat; but the
sharp bow piercing through the water can
kick up some spray in a head wind – but
don’t fear, the clear side-screens show
their worth in truly protecting you from the
elements in all conditions.
All Fairline boats are built to last, so be
confident that this extremely strong hull
and its excellent design gives probably the

best handling of any comparable boat in
its class. Min in this 38’s twin 400 HP turbo
Volvo Penta’s, capable of up to 34.5 knots,
and you’ve got a boat that not only looks
fantastic, but rides brilliantly too.

Conclusion
The Fairline 38 Open, with its sophisticated
retractable roof design, is a Targa at its best
when you’ve got the roof back and sun
streaming in. There’s a reason each owner is
a proud one. They know that their Targa is
part of a world-renowned range that sets the
benchmark for the modern power cruiser.
Is this the best Targa yet? Possibly, but
the question itself is neither here nor there.
The simple fact is that this is yet another
impressive Targa, and its perfectionist
attitude to onboard life makes it the best
boat in its class – without exception.
Pricing of Fairline’s Targa 38 Open starts at
R4.3 million, Ex-factory.
For more information contact the exclusive
importers, Boating World, on (021) 418 0840
or visit their luxury offices in Cape Town or
Durban. LB
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A SIDE NOTE
Derrick Levy is excited to announce their first sale
of the new Fairline Shadow Sport (S) which made
its highly anticipated world debut at the London
Boat Show this year. Throughout the boat’s exterior,
special edition design touches contrast burnt
orange upholstery, orange lighting, and an orange
version of the iconic Fairline shield with carbon,
graphite and titanium, including graphite hardtop
and navigation equipment and a titanium coloured
deck. Powered by Volvo D6 400 engines, the Shadow
S is capable of reaching the fastest speeds of any
Fairline to date. Pricing from R5.4 million Ex-factory.
Get all the details about her in the next edition.
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